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1. INTRODUCTION
BrownÕs representability theorem [3] tells us that under suitable conditions a contravariant
functor
F :HTopPSets
from a homotopy category of spaces to the category of sets is representable, that is, there is
a representing space F and a natural isomorphism for any space X between F(X) and
[X, F], the set of homotopy classes of maps from X to F. Moreover, ifF in fact takes values
in a category with richer algebraic structure, such as the category of groups or of rings, then
this aspect of F is also naturally represented by the existence of, respectively, a homotopy
group structure or a homotopy ring structure on the representing space F.
Much work has been done on the problem of identifying and analysing the topology of
spaces representing certain speciÞc functors. Particularly important examples are the
graded spaces representing generalised cohomology theories, otherwise known as ) spectra.
There are a number of examples where the spaces are well described and have had their
homology computed; this information has in turn often led to signiÞcant technical advances
in homotopy theory.
We note in particular the work of Ravenel and Wilson [20] on the spaces in the
) spectrum for complex cobordism which utilises the following important technique. As we
have noted, a group or ring structure on the values of a functor F corresponds to the
representing space F enjoying a similar structure as an object in the category of spaces up to
homotopy. Similarly, when we then pass to taking homology of the space F, the object
H
*
(F) is no longer just a graded group but is a group or ring object in the category of
graded coalgebras (strictly speaking this procedure will only work in the presence of
a suitable Ku‹ nneth isomorphism for the homology of products of the representing spaces).
As complex cobordism M”*(!) is a graded ring-valued functor, the homology of the
representing ) spectrum H
*
(M”
*
) is a graded ring in the category of graded coalgebras
— an object termed a Hopf ring in [20] and which we shall refer to as a coalgebraic ring for
reasons as set out in [12]. Ravenel and Wilson exploit the coalgebraic ring structure of
H
*
(M”
*
) to describe this seemingly complex object in a remarkably simple and elegant
fashion. In particular, the richness of the algebraic structure of a coalgebraic ring allows an
object such as H
*
(M”
*
) to be described in terms of a relatively simple set of generating
elements and relations.
So far, most work in this area has concentrated on performing computations of the
homology of speciÞc, individual representing spaces or ) spectra. Often, when these spaces
represent cohomology theories that are closely related in some way there turns out to be
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a family resemblance apparent in the homology of the respective ) spectra, but such
observations as often as not arise as the result of separate computation rather than via an
argument purely based on the original connection at the cohomology theory level. The
object of this paper is to begin to establish how relations between representable functors
directly correspond to relations in the topology of their representing spaces.
To be more explicit, suppose we have two representable functors, R and M, deÞned on
HTop with the former taking values in a category of commutative rings and the latter
having a natural structure of a module functor over R, that is, for every space X the object
M(X) is naturally a module overR(X). Let us write R and M for the respective representing
spaces for R and M. If we again denote homology with Z/p coeƒcients by H
*
(!) then
H
*
(R) is a coalgebraic ring as above and H
*
(M) is a module object over H
*
(R ) in the
category of Z/p coalgebras, an object we term an H
*
(R) coalgebraic module. The natural
language for discussing these objects (as is so clear, for example, from the work of [20]) is
that of algebraic objects in the category of Z/p coalgebras. In our Þrst paper [12] we
explored the algebra of such objects: in particular, we studied the category of coalgebraic
modules over a given coalgebraic ring, showing that in appropriate circumstances this was
abelian; we also explicitly constructed a tensor product ?1 in this category, a gadget quite
distinct from the ordinary tensor product in the underlying category of coalgebras. This laid
the algebraic preliminaries to our current work. In this paper, we examine the situation
where the ring and module functors R and M are exact, by which we mean for any Þnite
space X we have
M(X)"R(X)?R(pt)M(pt).
We shall also say in this case thatM is an exact Rmodule functor. There are many examples
of exact pairs of cohomology theories: for instance, mod 2 cohomology and unoriented
cobordism; complex cobordism and any Landweber exact theory; symplectic or spin
cobordism and KO; P(n) and Morava K-theory and so on. We discuss these and other
examples at greater length at the end of the paper.
When we have such an exact pair of representable functors the relation between the
homologies of their representing spaces is particularly simple. Our main theorem, now
written for graded functors R and M represented by graded spaces R
*
and M
*
, states
THEOREM 3.5. ‚et R be a representable graded ring valued homotopy functor and
M a representable graded exact R module functor. „hen there is an isomorphism of coalgeb-
raic modules
H
*
(M
*
)+H
*
(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*].
We note that, as in the description of H
*
(M”
*
) in [20], nothing like as simple a relation
could be given without the language of coalgebraic rings and modules and their tensor
product.
This theorem has one main precursor, namely the theorem of Hopkins and Hunton [9]
which establishes this link in the special case where R is complex cobordism and M is
a Landweber exact cohomology theory. The work of [9] used the computations [20] of
H
*
(M”
*
) and the rather special algebraic properties that these homology groups have; the
work here is thus necessarily somewhat di⁄erent in approach and makes no assumptions on
the structure of the coalgebraic ring H
*
(R
*
), in particular we make no assumptions of its
prior computation.
We should comment on the level of generality of our main results; while they are stated
in more generality than is needed for our immediate applications, they are far from being in
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their most general form. Theorem 3.5 is stated in terms of certain types of representable
functorR andM, functors which are not necessarily cohomology theories, although in our
immediate applications they all are. On the other hand, the main technical result which
leads to 3.5, our Proposition 3.1, could have been formulated as a result in category theory,
a result concerning the preservation of tensor products by colimits over comma categories
over representing objects of certain types of functor. We have chosen to restrict our
discussion to homotopy theory rather than to this more abstract setting because of the
existence of so many good examples and applications. However, we make this note in
passing that our work may be readily translated for use by others interested in representable
functors in similar but more exotic categories: the main input from working in a topological
setting is only used in the deduction of Theorem 3.5 from Proposition 3.1.
Another possible generalisation of our results arises from asking whether we can change
the homology theory H
*
(!) that we are applying to the representing spaces. Throughout
this paper H
*
(!) denotes ordinary (singular) homology with coeƒcients in the Þeld Z/p.
However, analogies of all our main results go through on replacing H
*
(!) by a generalised
homology theory, at least if that homology theory has a Ku‹ nneth isomorphism for Þnite
products of the spaces involved. We comment further on this generalisation in Remark 3.8.
It might be hoped that, with the aid of the derived functors of the tensor product ?1 ,
relations between H
*
(R) and H
*
(M) for more general ring and module functors might be
established. Unfortunately, recent work of Kashiwabara shows that the more obvious
conjectures fail. Nevertheless, some results on these lines can be developed in good
circumstances and we intend to return to this question in subsequent work.
Our main technique is to examine the homology of our representing spaces by a colimit
construction over suitable detecting categories, much in the line of QuillenÕs work on the
cohomology of groups [19]. In its application to the homology of ) spectra we are indebted
to Kashiwabara who Þrst used it to e⁄ect in [14]. We describe and develop this construction
in the next section where we also discuss what we see to be potentially important aspects of
the technique which go beyond the immediate results of the current paper. We prove the
main theorem stated above in Section 3 where we also mention some of its applications.
We shall assume without further comment that all our rings, in whatever category, have
a multiplicative unit.
2. DETECTING CATEGORIES
One approach to studying the cohomology of a given space is to have a small set of test
spaces which detect all cohomology classes. It is then hoped that the test spaces are not only
themselves easier to understand but also that their cohomology can be assembled to give
accurately the cohomology of the original space under study. For example, Quillen [19] has
described the mod p cohomology of a compact Lie group modulo nilpotents in precisely
this way. Dually, in homology one would like a set of test spaces where all homology
elements arise and the homology of the test spaces can be assembled to give that of the
original space. The homology of the spaces in the ) spectrum associated to complex
cobordism have been described in this fashion in terms of test spaces, in this case copies of
complex projective space, by Kashiwabara in [14], the method of assembly of H
*
(M”
*
)
from H
*
(CP=) being described as a colimit over an appropriate category. This colimit
construction forms one of the main ingredients in our work and we acknowledge the
inspiration of [14] in the work below. In this section we review KashiwabaraÕs colimit
construction and introduce the basic notation and results needed for the proof of our main
theorem in the next section.
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We begin by deÞning the notion of a detecting category for a space X. Let C be
a subcategory of the homotopy category which includes the point space pt and which is
closed under Þnite products. For a space X, let C
X
be the category with objects the
homotopy classes of maps ZPX for Z an object of C and whose morphisms are homotopy
commutative diagrams
where f : ZPZ@ is a map in C. We shall denote a typical object of C
X
by (Z, c) where Z3C
and c is a representative of some homotopy class of maps ZPX.
Consider the colimit colim
(Z,c)|CX
H*(Z), by which we mean the colimit of the functor
C
X
PGCoAlgZ@p
taking
(Z, c)´H
*
(Z)
where GCoAlgZ@p
is the category of graded Z/p coalgebras. Given a pair (Z, c)3C
X
there is
an induced map in homology c
*
: H
*
(Z)PH
*
(X). As these maps are natural with respect to
maps in C
X
they assemble to give a map
q : colim
(Z,c)|CX
H
*
(Z)PH
*
(X) .
DeÞnition 2.1. We say that C is a detecting category for the space X when q is an
isomorphism.
Whether or not C is a detecting category for a given space X we shall still wish to
consider the colimit described above and it is useful to introduce some notation for this. For
a subcategory C of the homotopy category which is closed under Þnite products and
contains the point space let the Kashiwabara colimit functor
KC :HTopPGCoAlgZ@p
be deÞned by taking
X´colim
(Z,c)|CX
H
*
(Z) .
We shall also refer to this simply as the colimit construction.
A typical element of the colimit is an equivalence class of sums of the form +c|CXdc where
dc3H*(Z) and all but a Þnite number are zero. In the case where CX is a directed category
a typical element can be written as a single pair (c, d). The equivalence relations are
generated by declaring (c, d)&(c@, d@) if there exists a morphism in C
X
such that in homology f
*
(d)"d@.
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The following are easy to show (see [14] for the second).
LEMMA 2.2.
KC(X\‰)+KC(X)=KC(‰)
KC(X]‰)+KC(X)?Z@pKC(‰).
The coproduct inKC(X) can be given explicitly, as follows. Let c : ZPX and d3H
*
(Z)
then the coproduct
*
*
:KC(X)PKC(X)?Z@pKC(X)+KC(X]X)
is given on generators by
(c, d)´ (Z cPX *PX]X, d)
or equivalently by
(c, d) ´ (Z *PZ]Z c
]c—PX]X, d).
As elements of the colimit construction, this becomes
(c, d) ´ +(c, d(1))? (c, d (2))
where +d(1)?d(2) is the coproduct on d as an element of H
*
(Z).
As H
*
(!) takes values in the category of graded coalgebras, KC(X) is also graded. It
will be helpful at times to have notation for this homological grading onKC(X) and so we
shall writeKC
n
(X) for the subgroup ofKC(X) of homological grading n. We note that the
zero element inKC
n
(X) is represented by any pair (c, 0) where c : ZPX for some Z3C and
0 is the zero element in H
n
(Z). In fact, there are many ways to represent the zero element.
Example 2.3. Suppose c :ZPX is a contractible map and d3H
n
(Z) with n’0. Then, as
c factors through a map f : ptPX and H
n
(pt)"0 for all n’0, the element (c, d) is
equivalent to (f, 0)"03KC
n
(X).
It will be helpful to have a convenient way of describing the underlying category C we
are using. Often C will be the full subcategory of HTop with objects all Þnite products
(including the zero-fold product as we need the one point space in C) of spaces from some
set, MX
i
; i3IN say. In this situation we write SX
i
; i3IT for C.
Example 2.4 (Kashiwabara [14]). Let M”
i
be the space representing the complex
cobordism functor M”i(!). The category SCP=T is a detecting category for M”
2n
and the
category SS1, CP=T is a detecting category for M”
2n‘1
. Using the results of Hopkins and
Hunton [10], Kashiwabara has also shown the analogous result for any Landweber exact
cohomology theory.
Example 2.5. The category SRP=T is a detecting category for the Eilenberg—MacLane
space K(Z/2, n) in mod 2 homology. The proof of this follows closely the proof in [14] of
the previous example. For odd primes SBZ/p, S1, CP=T is a detecting category for the
Eilenberg—MacLane space K(Z/p, n) in mod p homology.
Example 2.6. Kashiwabara observes [15] that SRP=T is a detecting category for QS0
for mod 2 cohomology since QuillenÕs map is an isomorphism for the symmetric groups in
this case.
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The following two results form the principal topological input to the proof of the
exactness theorem in the next section. Recall that any space X can be written as some
directed colimit of Þnite complexes colim
i|I
X
i
; for example, we may take the X
i
to range
over all Þnite subcomplexes of X and the maps in the colimit to be those provided by the
natural inclusions. We shall suppose some such description of the space X has been made.
PROPOSITION 2.7. If X"colim
i|I
X
i
as just described, then C"SX
i
; i3IT is a detecting
category for X and C
X
is directed. Furthermore, if we add any more Þnite complexes to our
category it remains a detecting category.
Proof. First we show that C
X
is directed. This follows immediately since the image of
any two maps c
j
: Z
j
PX, j"1, 2, from Þnite complexes Z
j
will have images both contained
in some Þnite subcomplex X
i
of X. Thus, the maps c
j
both factor through the natural
inclusion ı :X
i
PX, an element of C
X
.
Now consider the evaluation map q : colim
(Z,c)|CX H*(Z)PH*(X) which is given by
(c, d)´ c
*
(d) . That q is surjective is clear since any homology class arises on some Þnite
subcomplex.
To show that q is injective let (c, d)3 ker(q), so c :ZPX and c
*
(d)"0: here we are using
the fact that C
X
is directed and so we can write an arbitrary element of the kernel as a single
pair (c, d). Then c will factor through some Þnite subcomplex X
i
of X big enough so that in
homology the map f :ZPX
i
takes d to 0. Thus we have a diagram
with f
*
(d)"0 and so (c, d),(ı,0) in KC(X) which is of course the zero element in KC(X).
Hence the class of (c, d) is zero and the kernel is trivial as required.
Adding further Þnite complexes leaves the result unchanged since any map …PX from
a Þnite complex … can always be factored through some Þnite subcomplex X
j
of X. h
COROLLARY 2.8. If X"colim
i|I
X
i
as in Proposition 2.7 and similarly ‰"colim
i|J
‰
j
then SX
i
, ‰
j
; i3I, j3JT is a detecting category for both X and ‰.
The zero-dimensional part of the colimit construction is easy to calculate. The following
gives the complete answer.
LEMMA 2.9. ‚et X be a space with path connected components Ml
i
, i3IN, i.e. the set
Ml
i
N"n
0
(X). „hen KC
0
(X) is the Z/p coalgebra on a basis M[l
i
], i3IN with coproduct
generated by [l
i
] ´ [l
i
]?[l
i
]. In particular, q :KC(X)PH
*
(X) is always an isomorphism in
degree zero.
Proof. An element l
i
3n
0
(X) can be thought of as a map l
i
: ptPX into the relevant path
component of X. This map gives rise to the element [l
i
] represented by the pair (l
i
, 1); thus
q is clearly surjective. As we are computing with H
0
(!), only the number of path compo-
nents of a space Z in C are relevant. If all spaces Z are path-connected then we are done. On
the other hand, if some space Z in C has n path components, 1)n)R, then a class
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(c :ZPX,d) in the colimit is equivalent to the sum of n elements of the form (l
i
, j
i
)"j
i
[l
i
]
for j
i
3Z/p (with only a Þnite number of the j
i
non-zero); thus KC
0
(X) is spanned by the
[l
i
]Õs and q must be an injection. h
In order to prove the results of Examples 2.4 and 2.5 it is necessary to use additional
structure in the colimit construction arising from extra structure on the spaces concerned.
Lemma 2.2 asserts that the construction preserves products and it is easy to see that
KC(pt)"Z/p and so terminal objects are also preserved. Thus any structure on the space in
question, i.e. in the category HTop, will give the same sort of structure in GCoAlgZ@p
. In
particular, if a space X is a group inHTop, as for example loop spaces are, thenKC(X) is
a group inGCoAlgZ@p
, what we have chosen to call a coalgebraic group rather than the more
familiar term Hopf algebra. The product structure is given explicitly on generators by
(c, d) * (c@, d@)"(Z]Z@ c
]c@—PX]X pPX, d?d@3H
*
(Z]Z@))
where p :X]XPX is the group binary operation on the space X. The maps c and c@ run
respectively ZPX and Z@PX with d3H
*
(Z) and d@3H
*
(Z@).
Adapting Lemma 2.9 to the case of a group object inHTop yields the following result.
LEMMA 2.10. ‚et X be a group inHTop. As a coalgebraic group,KC
0
(X) is isomorphic to
the group ring Z/p[n
0
(X)] with * product given by [l1]*[l2]"[l1#l2].
Example 2.11. Let G be a discrete group viewed as a discrete topological space. As
coalgebraic groups KC(G) is concentrated in dimension zero and is isomorphic to the
group ring Z/p[G].
As we have seen, any element l3n
0
(X) gives an element [l]3KC
0
(X) represented by the
pair (l, 1). In the case where X is a group inHTop, and so n
0
(X) is a group, say with unit 0,
the element [0] is the *-unit in the coalgebraic group structure on KC(X).
If a space X is a ring in HTop then KC(X) is a ring in GCoAlgZ@p
, a gadget we are
calling a coalgebraic ring. These algebraic structures are now a familiar sight in the study of
the spaces representing cohomology theories and details can be found in [20, 5]. We shall
assume a basic familiarity with the notation of those papers and also with the concepts
discussed in [12].
The s product map in KC(X) when X is a ring space is given in a similar way to the
* product just described. We have
(c, d) s (c@, d@)"(Z]Z@ c
]c@—PX]X kPX, d?d@3H
*
(Z]Z@))
where k : X]XPX is the ring product on the space X. The other structure maps, units,
counit and so on are described likewise.
If X is a group inHTop and has an action ‰]XPX of ‰, a ring inHTop, (satisfying
the usual conditions) thenKC(X) is aKC(‰) coalgebraic module in the sense of [12]. The
s action is again as just described. In particular, KC(X) is also a Z/p[n
0
(‰)]"KC
0
(‰)
coalgebraic module. Here the s action takes a particularly simple form which we shall
record for future use. As detailed above, Z/p[n
0
(‰)] has basis given by the elements [l] as
l runs over the path components of ‰. The element [l] is represented by a pair (l, 1), now
interpreting l as a map ptP‰. Then
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LEMMA 2.12.
[l] s (c, d)"(l, 1) s (c, d)"(Z"pt]Z l
]c—P‰]X kPX, d3H
*
(Z))"(lc, d)
where the product expression lc is using the n
0
(‰) action on [Z,X], the homotopy classes of
maps from Z to X, induced from the homotopy module structure map ‰]XPX.
Remark 2.13. We see two important aspects of the nature of the Kashiwabara colimit
construction that are of especial relevance to the study of the homology of representing
spaces and of ) spectra in particular. First note that if F is a representing space for a functor
F the objects in C
F
are just the elements of the sets F(Z) as Z runs over the objects of C.
Suppose now that F is an ) spectrum representing a cohomology theory F*(!)"F(!)
and that C is a detecting category for F. Then the colimit construction provides unstable
information, namely H
*
(F), from the stable information F*(Z). Moreover, Lemma 2.2
shows that the colimit construction enjoys an exponential property and takes sums
to * products and products to s products; the essence of Theorem 3.5 is that the construc-
tion also takes tensor products of rings and modules to tensor products of coalgebraic rings
and modules. These properties suggest that KC(!) is playing the role of an inverse
Dieudonne« module theory.
Our second observation echoes remarks in the introduction on the nature of the work in
[20]. One aspect of the power of the coalgebraic ring methods is that speciÞc rings such as
H
*
(M”
*
) can be described using relatively few generators which can be induced from a few
very simple spaces. Also demonstrated by [20] is that for nice ) spectra all the relations can
be generated from a relatively simple set of basic relations; again, these relations can be
induced up from relations lying on certain simple spaces. In this paper we do not discuss the
problem of explicitly Þnding optimal, i.e. minimal, detecting categories for speciÞc repres-
enting spaces, but the examples earlier in this section show that as in [20] detecting
categories can frequently be generated by only a small number of relatively simple spaces.
3. THE EXACTNESS THEOREM
In this section we prove our main result which connects the homology of spaces
representing related homotopy functors. We begin by describing more precisely our objects
of interest.
The principal objects we have in mind for the application of our work are ) spectra, the
graded spaces which represent generalised cohomology theories. For a cohomology theory
G*(!) we denote by G
n
the space representing in the sense of Brown [3] the cohomology
functor Gn(!). Alternatively, we can think of G
n
as the nÕth space in the ) spectrum
associated to a spectrum G. We regard the collection MG
n
N
n|Z
as a graded space. By virtue of
Gn(!) being a group, each space G
n
is a group in HTop. If the cohomology theory G*(!)
has products then MG
n
N
n|Z
is a graded ring in HTop.
Our work however will be stated more generally. We shall phrase our results through-
out in terms of graded spaces G
*
, and shall write G*(!) for the functor represented by G
*
,
but for the results below it is not necessary to assume that G*(!) is actually a cohomology
theory, merely that it is a functor from HTop to a category of graded rings or modules, as
indicated. Of course the analogous ungraded version of our results can be recovered simply
from the graded version by assuming everything is restricted to grading zero.
We deÞne KC(G
*
) to be the bigraded coalgebra MKC
i
(G
j
)N and say that an element
(c :XPG
j
, d3H
i
(X)) has homological grading i and space grading j. Any additional
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structure passes toKC(G
*
) without problems; thusKC(G
*
) will be a bigraded coalgebraic
group if G*(!) takes values in the category of graded groups and if G*(!) is naturally
a graded ring thenKC(G
*
) will be a bigraded coalgebraic ring. As for cohomology theories,
we shall denote by G* the coeƒcient object G*(pt).
Given a graded space G
*
we say that C is a detecting category for G
*
when C is
a detecting category for each of the spaces G
n
, that is, whenKC(G
*
)+H
*
(G
*
) via the map q.
In the remainder of the section we shall use the following notation. The graded spaces
R
*
and M
*
will denote representing spaces for a graded ring valued homotopy functor
R*(!) and a graded R*(!) module valued homotopy functor M*(!), i.e. for any space X,
we have that M*(X) is naturally a module over R*(X).
We begin with an algebraic proposition which assumes familiarity with the theory of
coalgebraic modules and their tensor products as developed in [12, 20].
PROPOSITION 3.1. ‚et R*(!) be a representable graded ring-valued homotopy functor and
M*(!) a representable graded R*(!) module functor. ‚et C be a detecting category for
R
*
and suppose that M*(Z)+R*(Z)?
R*
M* for all Z3C. „hen there is an isomorphism of
Z/p[R*] coalgebraic modules
KC(M
*
)+KC(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*].
Proof. We begin by deÞning a map of Z/p[R*] coalgebraic modules
’ :KC(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*]PKC(M*).
The R*(!) module action on M*(!) provides a map R
*
]M
*
PM
*
; restricting, we have
a map R
*
]n
0
(M
*
)PM
*
where we interpret n
0
(M
*
)"M* as a discrete space. By Lemma
2.2 and Example 2.11 this gives a Z/p coalgebra map
KC(R
*
)?Z/p[M*]PKC(M
*
).
By Lemma 2.12 this acts by
(b,d)?[a]´ (b?a, d).
It is readily checked that this is a Z/p[R*] coalgebraic pairing in the sense of [12, section 4]
and hence induces a Z/p[R*] coalgebraic module map ’ by the universal property of the
tensor product ?1 Z@p*R*+ . We shall show that ’ is an isomorphism by constructing a two
sided inverse, (.
We deÞne the map ( :KC(M
*
)PKC(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*] by Þrst giving, for each
pair (Z, b)3C
M*
, a map
(b :H*(Z)PKC(R*)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*].
Let (b"!(b) where
! : M*(Z)PHomGCoAlgZ@p(H*(Z), KC(R*)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*])
is given as follows. By exactness, we can interpret M*(Z) as R*(Z)?
R*
M* ; deÞne ! Þrst on
pairs as a map
!@ : R*(Z)]M*PHomGCoAlgZ@p(H*(Z), KC(R*)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*])
where !@(b, a) for b3R*(Z)"[Z, R
*
] and a3M* is the composite
H
*
(Z)"KC(Z) i(b)—PKC(R
*
) a(a)—PKC(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*]
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for i : [Z, R
*
]PHom(KC(Z),KC(R
*
)) the functoriality of KC and
a : M*PHom(KC(R
*
),KC(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*])
acting by a(a) : x ´x?1 [a]. On elements, !@(b, a)(d)"(b, d)?1 [a].
It is readily checked that the maps i and a are both linear and hence that the map !@ is
bilinear: for example, to see the linearity of i, note that if b
1
, b
2
3[Z,R
*
] then b
1
#b
2
is
given by the composite
Z *PZ]Z b1
]b2—PR
*
]R
*
pPR
*
whereas the addition of i(b
1
) and i(b
2
) is the composite
KC(Z) **PKC(Z)?KC(Z) i (b1)
?i(b2)———PKC(R
*
)?KC(R
*
)
*PKC(R
*
)
this is just i(b
1
#b
2
) by Lemma 2.2 and the deÞnitions of * and the coproduct ** in
KC(!). The linearity of a and hence the bilinearity of !@ follow similarly.
By the universal property of the (usual) tensor product !@ induces a map ! as desired. As
! is natural with respect to maps in C
M*
the (b assemble to give a map ( of graded Z/p
coalgebras. It is a long but essentially routine exercise to check that ( is a homomorphism
of Z/p[R*] coalgebraic modules and we omit the details.
We can now show that ( is an inverse to ’. In order to show that (’ is the identity on
KC(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*] we note that it suƒces by the universal property of ?1 to show
that h"(’h as maps
KC(R
*
)?Z/p[M*]PKC(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*]
where h is the universal coalgebraic pairing map. Computation gives
(’h((b, d)?[a])"((b?a, d)"(b, d)?1 [a].
To show that ’( is the identity onKC(M
*
), we must check that ’((b, d)"(b, d) for an
arbitrary element (b, d)3KC(M
*
). However, ’((b, d)"’!(b)(d) and by the construction
of ! it suƒces to show that ’!@(b,a)(d)"(b?a,d) for arbitrary b3R*(Z) and a3M*.
Computation gives
’!@(b, a) (d)"’((b, d)?1 [a])"(b?a, d).
Thus ’ is an isomorphism as claimed. h
Remark 3.2. That ’ is an isomorphism in homological degree zero is a trivial conse-
quence of the relation [12]
Z/p[A]?Z@p*C+Z/p[B]"Z/p[A?CB],
valid for any C modules A and B, and the Lemma 2.9.
Remark 3.3. Chasing the deÞnition of the maps (b through on speciÞc elements shows
that if d3H
*
(Z) and b"+n
i/1
b
i
?a
i
for elements b
i
3R*(Z) and a
i
3M* then
(b(d)"+
n
<
i/1
M(b
i
,d(i))?1 [a
i
]N
where the sum runs over the terms in the iterated coproduct
(*n~1)
*
(d)"+d(1)?2?d(n)
on H
*
(Z).
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We now use Proposition 3.1 to make the connection between detecting categories and
the homology of representing spaces.
PROPOSITION 3.4. ‚et R*(!) be a representable ring-valued functor and M*(!) a repre-
sentable R*(!) module functor. ‚et C be a detecting category for R
*
and suppose that
M*(Z)+R*(Z)?
R*
M* for all Z3C. „hen H
*
(M
*
)+H
*
(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*] if and only if
C is a detecting category for M
*
.
Proof. First, if C is a detecting category for M
*
then
H
*
(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*]+KC(R*)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*]
+KC(M
*
)
+H
*
(M
*
).
Conversely, if H
*
(M
*
)+H
*
(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*] then
H
*
(M
*
)+KC(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*]
+KC(M
*
).
Finally, we come to the main result. Recall that an R*(!) module functor M*(!) is
called exact over R*(!) if
M*(Z)+R*(Z)?
R*
M*
for any Þnite complex Z.
THEOREM 3.5. ‚et R*(!) be a representable ring-valued functor and M*(!) a representa-
ble exact R*(!) module functor. „hen there is an isomorphism of coalgebraic modules
H
*
(M
*
)+H
*
(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*].
Proof. By appealing to Proposition 3.4. it suƒces to show that there exists a category
C of Þnite complexes which is a detecting category for both R
*
and M
*
. The requirement
that M*(Z)+R*(Z)?
R*
M* for all Z3C is automatically satisÞed since M*(!) is exact over
R*(!). Now each representing space R
n
can be written as a directed colimit of Þnite
subcomplexes. The same is true for the spaces representing M*(!). Let C be the category
generated (i.e. under Þnite products) by all these Þnite complexes. By Corollary 2.8 this is
a detecting category for both R
*
and M
*
. The result now follows. h
COROLLARY 3.6. ‚et R*(!) be a representable ring-valued functor and M*(!) a represen-
table exact R*(!) algebra functor (so we are now assuming that M*(!) has a ring structure
too, compatible with that on R*(!)). „hen there is an isomorphism of coalgebraic rings.
H
*
(M
*
)+H
*
(R
*
)?1 Z@p*R*+Z/p[M*].
Proof. Theorem 3.5 tells us that these are isomorphic as coalgebraic modules; it suƒces
to check that the " products agree. However, this is immediate as ’ is now a map of
coalgebraic rings. h
In practice, we want a detecting category to be as small as possible, so the following
corollary to Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 is useful.
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COROLLARY 3.7. ‚et R*(!) be a representable ring-valued functor and M*(!) a represen-
table exact R*(!) module functor. ‚et C be a detecting category for R
*
. „hen C is a detecting
category for M
*
.
Remark 3.8. One can introduce the notion of a detecting category for a space in
a generalised homology theory rather than the Z/p singular homology theory H
*
(!)
considered here and prove analagous results to those above, essentially using identical
arguments. Note though that the constructions we use will only make sense if the generalis-
ed homology theory has a Ku‹ nneth isomorphism for Þnite products of both the represent-
ing spaces in question and also the spaces in the underlying category C used in the colimit
construction: without this assumption the theory will fail to take values in a category of
coalgebras.
We conclude by mentioning some of the applications of Theorem 3.5. These all concern
generalised cohomology theories R*(!) and M*(!) represented by spectra R and M. The
classical examples where M is an exact R module spectrum are perhaps ThomÕs example
HZ/2 and MO (mod 2 homology and unoriented bordism) and the examples due to Conner
and Floyd M” and K (complex cobordism and unitary K-theory), MSp and KO (symplec-
tic cobordism and orthogonal K-theory) [6].
The Þrst of these gives us the coalgebraic ring structure of H
*
(MO
*
;Z/2) which we
understand to be a new computation.
THEOREM 3.9. „here is an isomorphism of coalgebraic rings
H
*
(MO
*
;Z/2)+H
*
(HZ/2
*
;Z/2)?1 Z@2*Z@2+Z/2[MO*].
In particular, H
*
(MO
*
;Z/2) is the free Z/2[MO*] coalgebraic ring on generators
a
n
3H
n
(MO
1
) subject to relations a(s)*a(t)"a(s#t) and coproduct an´ +ni/0ai?an~i.
Proof. The Þrst statement follows immediately from Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6.
The second part follows from the description of the coalgebraic ring H
*
(HZ/2
*
;Z/2)
analagous to that given in [24] for odd primes; the notation is standard and is taken from
that used in [24]. h
Example 2.5 and Corollary 3.7 yeild the following observation.
COROLLARY 3.10. In the notation of Section 2. we have that SRP=T is a detecting category
for unoriented cobordism.
The Conner—Floyd example M” and K is included in the more general work of
Landweber [17], who gives criteria on an M” module spectrum E so that E is exact over
M”. Examples of such spectra additional to complex K-theory are the Brown—Peterson
theories BP [4], the Johnson—Wilson theories E(n) [13] and their various completions (E(Yn)
[2], Morava E-theory, [1] or [22] for example, etc.), the various complex-oriented elliptic
theories [18] and their completions and of course any rational theory. The special case of
Theorem 3.5 in all these cases with the exception of the completed examples is proved in [9].
While only a little is known about the coalgebraic rings of symplected oriented
theories some progress has been made in [7]. For the case of an MSp exact theory the
model coalgebraic ring constructed in [7] is, we conjecture, the universal model tensored
appropriately.
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Cases of exact pairs R and M for spectra R other than M” include the mod I
n
versions
of the Landweber cases, principally the pairs P(n) and K(n) [25] and B(n) and K(n) [13]. The
former of these is a case where in fact the coalgebraic rings H
*
(P(n)
*
) and H
*
(K(n)
*
) have
already been computed in [21, 23], respectively; examination of the intricate computations
in those papers reveal Theorem 3.5 working at a generator and relation level.
The coalgebraic rings for rational theories have been investigated in [11] and are well
understood. Any rational theory is exact over ordinary, rational cohomology and so
a variant of Theorem 3.5 can be used to reproduced many of the calculations in [11].
More recent examples of exact spectra are the pairs MSpin and KO and the self-
conjugate version MSpin# and K of Hopkins and Hovey [8] and the pairs due to Hovey
[10] MSpin and El where El is the (non-complex oriented) integral elliptic theory of Kreck
and Stolz [16] and El and KO.
Acknowledgements—The authors wish to thank Neil Strickland for his comments on this work and in particular
for his helpful remarks on the proof of Proposition 3.1.
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